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Construct Game Development 
Beginner's Guide  
Welcome to Construct Game Development Beginner's Guide. In this book, you will be 

learning to use the free and open source software Construct Classic to make your own 

video games from scratch. 

Construct Classic is a DirectX 9-based game creation environment for Windows, 

designed for making 2D games. Construct Classic uses a graphical event-based system 

for defining how the game behaves, in a visual, human-readable way—you do not need  

to program or script anything at all. It's intuitive for beginners, but powerful enough for 

advanced users to work without hindrance. 

So, if you have ever wanted to make video games, and haven't tried before, this book will 

help you get started! 

What This Book Covers 
Chapter 1, Our First Look at Construct, covers the basics of the Construct Classic editor. 

Chapter 2, Hello World! Construct Style, covers the making our first game, a  

classic plaformer. 

Chapter 3, Adding the Challenge, covers creating enemies and a goal for our  

platform game. 

Chapter 4, Making Noise, covers playing music and sound files in Construct Classic. 

Chapter 5, Practical Physics, covers making our second game with the built-in  

physics engine. 

Chapter 6, Custom Levels, covers making a level editor to save and load external  

level files. 

Chapter 7, Platformer Revisited, a 2D Shooter, covers learning to make a  

platform shooter. 

Chapter 8, I'm Throwing a Grenade, involves learning to use pixel shader effects in  

our games. 

Chapter 9, Our Final Moments, covers a summary of what we've learned and some  

extra tips. 
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2
Hello World! Construct Style

Now that we know how to navigate around the interface, we can move on to 
making games. The fi rst, we'll be making is a pla  ormer, such as the classic 
Mario and Sonic, the Hedgehog games.

In this chapter, we are going to:

 Learn more about sprites, as well as how they can be animated

 Learn how to use the  led background object to make levels and backgrounds

 Learn how to set the a  ributes of objects

 Learn what behaviors are and how they aff ect objects

 Learn what private and global variables are and how to defi ne them

 Use textboxes to display informa  on to the player

 Use events to control the game

So let's get started!
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Sprites revisited
We've already covered the crea  on of a sprite object in Chapter 1, Our First Look at 
Construct. We'll now learn to create anima  ons for them and get them ready for a real 
game. These skills are needed for making player and enemy sprites in nearly any game 
made in Construct.

Time for action – creating a player sprite
We are now going to make our player object and set the anima  ons for it.

1. Start a blank game project (similar to the one we created in Chapter 1, Our First Look 
at Construct), and give it the name MyPlatformer. Then enter your author name in 
the Creator box.

Downloading the example code

You can download the example code fi les for all Packt books 
you have purchased from your account at http://www.
packtpub.com. If you purchased this book elsewhere, you 
can visit http://www.packtpub.com/support and 
register to have the fi les e-mailed directly to you.

2. Next, add a sprite into the layout.

3. We're now going to need some player graphics. You can use Construct's Picture 
Editor to make these or use a pain  ng program of your choice. For this game, the 
player is ball-shaped and rolls around the map. It has anima  on frames for falling, 
jumping, dying, and winning a level. See the following reference image 
(exact image size does not ma  er, as the player is resized in the layout editor):
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4. Now that we have these graphics ready, put/draw the fi rst frame Normal into the 
image, and click on the Hotspot bu  on (the red target icon) to set the hotspot at the 
bo  om-center of the image, as shown in the following image. When fi nished with 
your player graphic, close the image editor, and click on Yes when it prompts you 
to save.
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5. Now open the right-side menu to the Animator tab, and return to the le  -side 
Proper  es menu. By selec  ng the Anima  on Default on the right menu, we can 
now apply a Tag to the anima  on using the le   menu. Choose Stopped, as shown in 
the following screenshot:
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6. Now right-click on a blank area of the right menu; click and choose the op  on Add 
new anima  on. On the le   side of the screen, we can now name this anima  on to 
Rolling. Give this anima  on the tag Walking, as shown in the following screenshot:
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7. Now click on Angle underneath Rolling, and double-click the blank frame 1, as 
shown in the following screenshot, to bring up the image editor. This will be the fi rst 
image in our rolling sequence.
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8. Now select the Angle again to edit the proper  es for that angle. We'll want the 
whole rolling anima  on to play around three  mes per second while the player 
is moving. Change the number in Anima  on speed from 50 to 3.
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9. We can now con  nue adding the rest of our anima  on frames for Rolling. Right-click 
on the anima  on frames box, and click on Add frame from the context menu. Add 
the next four stages of the rolling sequence (rolling1, upside down, rolling2, and 
fi nally, normal again) into the anima  on so that the four anima  on frames are as 
seen in the following screenshot:
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10. Now add the new anima  ons Jump, Fall, Die, and Win, as in the following 
screenshot. For the Jump and Fall anima  ons, give them the tags Jumping 
and Falling respec  vely.
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11. Next, click on your sprite, and in the top fi eld of the Proper  es box, enter a name 
such as Player. Then scroll to the bo  om of the Proper  es window and  ck the 
box Auto mirror in the group Angle, as in the following screenshot:
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12. Finally, set the Collisions property of the sprite (in the Proper  es group) to 
Bounding box, as shown in the following screenshot:

What just happened?
We now have our player sprite drawn and animated. Let's take a closer look at what we did.

Creating new animations
As seen earlier, we created a new sprite and drew a picture for it. However, this  me, we 
went on to create mul  ple anima  ons and pictures.

Each anima  on can have mul  ple angles added to it; these angles are in increments of 
45 degrees and will override the default rota  on method of Construct. The default angle 
included with every new anima  on is 0 degrees (the direc  on right).
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The hotspot of an image is its centre point, where the image is rotated and posi  oned 
around. We placed it at the same point in each image to ensure that the player object 
doesn't ji  er as they roll around. A quick way to put the hotspot in corners, edges, or 
the centre of an image is to use the number pad keys.

Animation tags
Anima  on tags are used in Construct's built-in movements to defi ne which anima  on plays 
when the player is moving in a certain way. They do not aff ect any other anima  ons an 
object has, but can override them when the player begins moving.

However, the benefi t of anima  on tags is that they will play the correct anima  on when an 
object is moved using the pre-made movement behaviors of Construct Classic, as we will see 
with this fi rst game.

Choosing the Collisions mode
The Collisions selec  on is used to decide when a sprite is colliding with another.

The following collision modes are available:

 None: In this mode, no collisions will be reported for the object

 Point: In this mode, there are collisions only at the hotspot point of the object

 Bounding box: In this mode, the object collides as if it is in a box, which stretches 
to its size

 Per Pixel: In this mode, any non-transparent pixels of the object will be checked 
for collisions

Although each collision mode is more complex than the previous one and will require more 
processing, no no  ceable eff ect will be produced in simple games besides how the objects 
move around each other.

Tiled backgrounds: defi ning the world
If you tried making a large image out of individual  le sprites, you'd quickly  re of trying to 
posi  on each one. It is equally troublesome to store a large level in a single image, as they 
would take up too much video memory.

This is where the  led background comes into picture. It repeats the same graphic, for as 
long and wide as you stretch it. These are great for making levels and worlds!
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Time for action – make some tiled backgrounds
We are now going to make two  led backgrounds: one for the grass that our player walks 
along, and the other for the dirt underneath.

1. First, we'll create the grass background object. Once again, open the Insert object 
box. Instead of a sprite, insert a Tiled Background object from the group Game.
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2. Now draw the image for your grass. It does not need a hotspot, as the hotspot of a 
 led background is always in the top-le   corner.
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3. Now name it Grass, and move on to making another one called Dirt. 
Posi  on them to form an ini  al pla  orm underneath the player, as in the 
following screenshot:
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4. Change the Width of the layout to 1000 and the Height of the layout to 800. Then, 
make the en  re level by copy-and-pas  ng (or dragging from the Objects bar) the 
grass and dirt objects around the layout, as shown in the following screenshot. You 
can use Ctrl and the mouse scroll wheel to zoom in and out of the layout.
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5. Finally, set the layout background color to a shade of blue for the sky. Do this by 
clicking on a blank space of the layout, using the Layout colour box in the le   
proper  es menu, as shown in the following screenshot:

What just happened?
We have now learned how to place  led backgrounds and make maps from them; no  ce 
how they all count as the same object. We have also learned how to change the background 
color of a layout.

Have a go hero – another tiled background

Using your newfound knowledge, try adding some more  led background pieces to the map 
such as blades of grass or clouds in the sky. You can also go on to add background scenery. 
However, for non-repea  ng scenery such as rocks, it would be be  er to just make sprites.
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Attributes: telling Construct more about our objects
We are now going to learn about a  ributes. These can be thought of as a list of features 
about objects. An example of this is how apples, bananas, and oranges are all fruits.

In Construct, a  ributes can be custom-made, but there are also some built-in ones with 
special uses we'll be looking at.

Time for action – adding attributes to our objects
We are now going to give each of our objects the Solid a  ribute so that they can collide with 
each other. We will also give the player the Center view on me a  ribute so that the screen 
scrolls with the player.

1. Click on the player sprite and expand the Groups menu. Then expand the A  ributes 
submenu. We can now  ck the two boxes Solid and Centre view on me. The end 
result is shown in the following screenshot:
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2. Now move on to give the Solid a  ribute to the grass and dirt  led backgrounds.

3. To stop the player leaving the level, create a new  led background called 
WorldBorder and place three of them: one for the bo  om and two for the sides of 
the layout, as in the following screenshot. Tick Solid for these as well.
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4. Finally, scroll down to the Proper  es menu (outside of Groups), and un  ck 
Transparent fi ll for the WorldBorder object and choose WebGreen as the Fill 
color. No  ce in the following screenshot, the world border on the sides stretches 
above the level; this is to prevent the player from jumping over the wall.

What just happened?
We've set up the a  ributes of our objects. Now, we can take a closer look at the other 
a  ributes in the list.

 Destroy on Startup: This a  ribute automa  cally destroys the object when the 
game is run. This is useful when the object is created later (for example, bullets from 
a gun do not exist un  l fi red).

 Destroy if far: This a  ribute destroys the object if it is far from the layout.
 Destroy out of screen: This a  ribute destroys the object if it isn't in view.
 Platform: This a  ribute allows the object to be stood on, or jumped onto, 

from underneath.
 No serialize: This a  ribute prevents the object from being saved and loaded 

when using Construct's built-in save feature.
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Behaviors: teaching objects how to act
In this segment, we'll be looking at the pla  orm behavior and how to tweak it. Behaviors 
are pre-made movements and ac  ons that an object performs in certain situa  ons. They 
all have varying levels of customiza  on, but when used correctly, can speed up game 
development tenfold.

Time for action – getting our player moving
Now we can give our player the pla  orm behavior and try it out when we run the game. This 
is the fi rst step in making the game interac  ve.

1. Select the player sprite, and scroll down the le  -side menu to the Behaviors group. 
Then, click on Add in the New Behavior box. We now see the following screenshot:
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2. Our player object now has the ability to move around using the arrow keys and jump 
using the Shi   key. Run the game to see this in ac  on.
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3. Now we can look at the se   ngs for the behavior in the le   screen. Change the Jump 
Strength and Max fl oor speed values, as in the following screenshot, un  l they 
control how you would want them to:
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4. Finally, if you'd like to change the controls of the game, bring up the game 
proper  es menu and scroll down to the Controls menu. Then use the drop-down 
boxes to choose keys for each movement, as in the following screenshot:

What just happened?
Our character can now move around the level at the player's wish. Let's take a look at some 
of the other things we caught a glimpse of.
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The behaviors
We saw a large number of behaviors in the inser  on box. Objects can have any number 
of behaviors a  ached to them, which in turn can be deac  vated and reac  vated at will. 
Here is a list of notable behaviors that come with Construct; more can be found on the 
user forums online.

 8 Direc  on: The player can travel both ver  cally and horizontally, usually used for 
top-down games.

 Ball: A randomly moving ball movement that can be used to produce bouncing balls, 
similar to the Pong game.

 Bullet: Gives the object (bullet) controls, such as distance and speed of fi re 
(or instant, for realis  c bullets).

 Car: A top-down car movement.

 Custom Movement: Provides the advanced se   ngs needed to create nearly any 
movement type while s  ll using Construct's built-in collision methods.

 Grid Movement: Forces the object to move in a grid-like fashion.

 Physics: Allows the object to behave with realis  c mo  on. Objects with this 
behavior only collide with other objects that have it.

 RTS: Allows the object to be moved around obstacles using a pathfi nding algorithm. 
As the name suggests, it is designed for Real Time Strategy (RTS) games.

Although these are only a few of them, the explana  on of these and other behaviors can 
also be found in their descrip  ons.

Setting controls
It is worth no  ng that custom controls can be added and removed from the previous list. 
This is useful as controls can later be referenced by name in developing the game, but 
changed from a single point.

Variables: private and global
A variable is used to store a value that can change. These are useful in every game for 
keeping score and tracking the player's lives or health. In Construct, a private variable is 
stored by an object itself and can be diff erent for each copy of that object. Meanwhile, a 
global variable is stored between layouts throughout the program.
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Time for action – giving our player a life
In video games, a player gets a Game Over when the character they control runs out of lives. 
Right now, our player doesn't have that luxury, so let's change that. In our game, the player 
will have a Score private variable to store how many enemies they stomped in that life, 
while a Lives global variable stores how many lives they have le   before they lose.

1. Open the le   menu for our player again. Scroll down to the Private Variables group, 
and click on Add/Edit to get a window similar to the following screenshot:

2. Now click on the plus bu  on and create a number named Score. Leave the value of 
it at 0 and click on OK. Then click on Done in the private variable manager screen.
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3. To fi nish, make a global variable Lives. To do so, open the right menu, and in the 
project tab, right-click on the item Global variables and click on the context item 
Add global variable, as in the following screenshot, when it appears:

Set the value to 3 and click on OK, as shown in the following screenshot:

What just happened?
We have now created a private variable to store the score of the player's character for its 
current life and a global variable to store the number of lives they have le  . Private variables 
are usually used to store values such as health and ammo, but can be used in situa  ons like 
this where the combo score is more important than the total score.

Textboxes: giving the player a heads-up
Textboxes are used to write informa  on to the player. They can tell the game story, or tell the 
player how they are doing. They are important in most games as they can be used to teach 
the player how to play, as well as guide them through the levels.
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Time for action – showing our player their health and score
We are now going to make two textboxes: one is to tell the player the score, and the other is 
to tell the player how many lives the character they are controlling has le  . We'll also learn 
how to keep these textboxes on the screen with the player.

1. First, we will need to add a new layer to the layout. To do this, open the Layers tab 
on the right-hand menu, and click on the upward poin  ng paper bu  on to make a 
new top layer.
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2. Layers can be modifi ed similar to objects. Open the le   menu and rename the text 
layer to HUD (Heads Up Display), and the other layer to Game.
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3.   In the layer proper  es for HUD, change the Scroll X Rate and Scroll Y Rate 
percentages to 0. This keeps all objects on the HUD layer in the same posi  on on the 
screen while the game is running.

4.   Now, make sure the HUD layer is highlighted, as shown in step 2. This means each 
object we make is created on that layer. Insert two new Text objects to the layout 
(found under the Graphics group).

5. We can now change the name of the fi rst text object to "Score" and the 
second to "Lives".
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6. Finally, scroll down in the proper  es window for each textbox. Change the text of 
Score to "Score: 0" and the text of Lives to "Lives: 3".

What just happened?
  We now have some textboxes in our game to show the lives and score count for the player's 
character. We'll be linking them to the variables next through Events.

Events: setting the rules and goals of a game
 We are now going to learn a li  le of the biggest part of game-making in Construct. 
Events are used to defi ne the very logic of a game and play an integral role in 
complex games.

For now, we'll be learning how to use them in this game to keep their lives and 
score updated.
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Time for action – very eventful games
When the player's character touches deadly spikes, we know they should lose health or die, 
but how does the game know this? That's where we are heading. First, we need to learn how 
to create events in the Event Sheet Editor.

1.  Add a new sprite to the Game layer, which will be the end goal, and place it at the 
end of your level. Name it Goal, and give it the Bounding box collisions mode.
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2. Now put some sprites around your level named Hazard. They can be lava, saw 
blades, spikes, or any other contrap  on you can think of. However, this  me they 
will keep Per Pixel collisions mode.
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3.  Now we are ready to switch to the Event Sheet Editor tab . Right-click while in the 
Event Sheet Editor, and click on Insert event in the context menu that appears.

4.  Each object can have its own condi  ons, but for now we are going to create an 
Always condi  on from the menu opened by double-clicking on the System 
object. The System object is included in every game.
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5.  We now have an Always condi  on. Condi  ons aff ect when events trigger and 
start the ac  ons on the right. Currently, there are no ac  ons triggered by the 
Always condi  on.
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6.  Click on New action text to bring up a menu very similar to the condi  on choice 
screen. However, this menu is used to choose what happens when the condi  ons of 
the event are all true (as an event can have more than one condi  on). 

7. Now double-click on the Lives textbox to get to its ac  ons list. Choose the 
ac  on Set Text. 
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8. We are now shown an entry screen, which is expec  ng us to enter the text we want 
to display. For displaying our text, we will start with "Lives: ", and then display 
the global variable, which is accessed by typing global('Lives'). This makes 
the fi nal string "Lives: " & global('Lives') (as the & symbol joins the 
two together). 
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9. We now have the Lives textbox updated. Repeat the steps previous, but enter 
"Score: " & Player.Value('Score') in the textbox. This is how private 
variables are addressed.
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10.  We now have our event to update both textboxes. Try changing the values in the 
editor to show they work.

What just happened?
 Events are the backbone of games made in Construct and as such will take a bit longer than 
one chapter to learn. Luckily, we'll be learning them all throughout the book as we can't 
make a full game without them. Let's see what we've learned so far.

The sprites
We made the goal and hazard sprites so that we have them ready for when we make our 
events to control what happens when the player touches them. The goal would make the 
player win the level, while the hazard would kill them and take away a precious life. For 
now, however, they are merely graphical objects.
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Events
 Events are a container of condi  ons and ac  ons. When the condi  ons are true, the ac  ons 
are triggered. Any number of condi  ons and ac  ons can be contained in them.

Conditions
As men  oned before, condi  ons are what cause the event ac  ons to be performed. When 
all condi  ons in an event are true, the event will trigger. We have now met the Always 
condi  on, which will trigger always (or every  ck, which is the smallest amount of  me 
between cycles of events). Many condi  ons and ac  ons will be named, or have descrip  ons, 
to help understand of their purpose. It is worth no  ng that an event with no condi  ons is 
treated as having an  Always condi  on.

Actions
 Ac  ons are used to cause changes, whether value, graphical, or both. They can only be 
performed when the event is triggered.

Summary
Now that we have started learning how to make pla  orm games, we've covered a lot of the 
basics needed to make one with Construct.

We started this chapter with animated sprites, which are the most important object in any 
graphical games made with Construct Classic. Then we learned about  led backgrounds, 
which decrease the diffi  culty in making large maps. We then used some a  ributes to defi ne 
which objects are solid and learned that the Player object must have the camera centered on 
it at all  mes.

A  er that, we gave the Player object movement with the Pla  orm behavior, a pre-made 
movement designed for 2D pla  ormer games. Our Player object then gained a personal 
score counter and some lives to add some challenge to the game. We then went on to 
add some textboxes that show the current score and lives, and then fi nished off  the chapter 
with learning how to create events, the building blocks of any new gameplay elements we 
want to make.

Now that we've learned to do all this, we're ready to add some bad guys and make the 
hazards hazardous, which is the topic of the next chapter.
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